The Fourier transform (FT) method was applied to specify the distribution of 14 predefined groups of amino acids (64 residues) at both termini of annotated type III and type I secreted proteins from proteobacteria. Type I proteins displayed a higher occurrence of significant periodicities at both C-and N-termini, indicating potent features to discriminate between secretion types, particularly by the use of variables selected from the full periodicity profiles at 19 orders of FT. The Fishers linear discriminant analysis, together with the stepwise selection of variables throughout equal pairs of combinations for all predefined groups of residues, revealed the C-terminal harmonics of aromatic (HFWY) and aliphatic (VLIA) residues as a set of strong predictor variables to classify both types of secreted proteins with an accuracy of 100% for original grouped cases and 96.4% for cross-validated grouped cases. The prediction accuracy of proposed discriminant function was estimated by repeated kfold cross-validation procedures where the original data set was randomly divided into k subsets, with one of the k-subsets serving as the test set and the remaining data forming the training set. The average error rate computed across all k-trials and repeats did not exceed that of leave-one-out procedure. The proposed set of predictor variables could be used to assess the compatibility between secretion pathways and secretion substrates of proteobacteria by means of discriminant analysis.
Introduction
The release of proteins into the extracellular medium by means of various secretion pathways is of fundamental importance for bacterial life under competitive environments. In addition to the functional role these proteins play in bacteria, they also have some important potential biotechnological applications [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The majority of currently known secretion pathways involve the targeting of proteins by specific cleavable N-terminal signal sequence, however, many bacterial proteins have been found to be non-classically secreted, i.e. released into the medium without any apparent signal peptide [5] .
Because the type III and type I proteins of proteobacteria [1, 2, 4] lack N-signal peptides for secretion substrates, these proteins are included in the non-classical protein secretion category.
A prediction method Secretome P for identification of proteins following signal peptide independent secretion pathways by a set of discriminative sequence-derived protein features [5, 6] , nevertheless, does not specify any definite secretion types possibly involved in non-classical protein secretion.
Our recent studies [7] revealed definite amino acid (R, E, G, I, M, P, S, Y, V) frequencies of occurrence as the strong predictor variables to discriminate between the full sequences of annotated type III and type I secreted proteins of proteobacteria with an accuracy up to 100% in leave-one-out and test-retest procedures.
On the other hand, several compositional and structural features at the N-and Ctermini of the sequences have been proposed as unprocessed secretion signals for the type III and type I proteins, respectively [1, 2, 4] . These specific features are thought to facilitate the gating of secreted proteins although definite sizes, location and composition of secretion signals remain to be further elucidated [1, 2] .
It is generally accepted that protein molecules often have repetitive amino acid sequences of regular or latent (cryptic) periodicity [8] [9] [10] [11] . The study of protein sequence periodicity is one of many approaches to find structural peculiarities of amino acid sequences and their relations with the spatial organization and function of proteins [10] . Various mathematical approaches are widely used for this purpose including the Fourier transformation of symbolic sequences [10, 11] . This study deals with an investigation of periodicities for a property -based distribution of amino acid residues at the N-and C-termini of proteins secreted by the type III and type I pathways from proteobacteria.
Experimental procedures
Protein sequences which are annotated as being secreted either by the type III or type I pathway of proteobacteria were taken from the Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL database [12] and are summarized in Table 1 .
The periodic patterns of amino acid residues of C-and N-termini (64 residues for both) of sequences were located using the FT tool [11] based on the Fourier analysis method [13, 14] . TrEMBL entry name and primary accession number  Type III (31 sequences)  Type I (24 sequences)   SOPB SALTY  O30916  LIPA PSEFL  P26504  IPAB SHIFL  P18011  HASA SERMA  Q54450  Q51451 PSEAE  Q51451  O67991 PSEFL  O67991  O30529 PSEAE  O30529  O85374 PROMI  O85374  YOPE YEREN  P31492  SLAP CAUCR  P35828  HRPZ PSESY  P35674  HLYAC ECOLI  P09983  HRPN ERWAM  Q01099  PRTB ERWCH  P16316  Q87Y16 PSESM  Q87Y16  PRTX ERWCH  P19144  O33976 ECOLI  O33976  Q6SQM7 PSEAE  Q6SQM7  POPA RALSO  Q9RBS0  CYAA BORPE  P15318  Q57NF3 SALCH  Q57NF3  NODO RHILV  P15728  Q7BRZ4 YEREN Q7BRZ4  LKA11 PASHA  P55118  Q8VPK4 PSEFL  Q8VPK4  LKA13 PASHA  Q9EV31  HOPD2 PSESM  Q79LY0  FRPA NEIMB  Q9K0K9  Q7WLX4 BORBR Q7WLX4 Q9XB65 ERWAM  Q9XB65  O87327 PSESX  O87327  HLYT VIBHO  P14711  Q8ZQ79 SALTY  Q8ZQ79 Q6D3F9 ERWCT  Q6D3F9  Q57QV1 SALCH  Q57QV1  PAXA PASAE  Q9RCG8  HRPN PECCC  Q47279  FRPC NEIMC  P55127  HRPZ PSEAP  O87653  Q59932 SERMA  Q59932  AVRD1 PSESS  Q8RK07  O87109 SERMA  O87109  IPAB SHIDY  Q03945  PRTA PHOAZ  P82115  AVRD1 PSESG  Q8RK06 Q93RN3 YERRU  Q93RN3  AEXT AERSA  Q93Q17  HLYA ACTSU  Q00951  Q52497 RALSO  Q52497  IPGD SHISO  Q55286  SOPB SALDU  O34105  SIPA SALEN  Q8VQB5  SPTP SALPA  Q5PEA9  YOPH YERPS  P08538  IPAC SHIDY  Q03946   Table 1 Type III and type I secreted proteins from various proteobacteria.
SWISS -PROT/
Several predefined groups of residues were employed to perform a search of periodical patterns. Subset A represented:
, A) residues [11] . Subset B represented: neutral and weakly hydrophobic (A, G, P, S, T), hydrophilic acid (D, E, N, Q), hydrophilic basic (H, K, R), hydrophobic (I, L, M, V) and hydrophobic aromatic (F, W, Y) residues from Dayhoff alternative alphabetic 6-letter representation [9, 15] of amino acids (letters C, D, E, F, G, respectively). Cysteine as the remaining separate group (letter A in Dayhoff alphabet) was not considered due to its presence in very few terminal fragments of proteins under study (Table 1) .
Terminal sequences of proteins (N = 64) were transcripted using equal property values (1) for each of just x amino acids of the predefined group (zero to the rest residues) and encoded sequences as random distributions of x ones and (N − x) zeros subjected to FT analysis [11] .
In real and imaginary parts of the complex number representing the wave, respectively [11] . The probability or a random calculation of a periodicity is equal to exp (−I) [11] and, as a consequence, the apparent intensities of harmonics I ≥ 2.99 were considered to be significant (e −2.99 = 0.05).
The obtained whole sets of FT characteristics (I values at 19 orders of FT) of predefined groups in various combinations were assessed for their discriminatory value with respect to annotated type III and type I secreted proteins ( Table 1 ). The method of Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [16] [17] [18] , was applied using the software SPSS 11, 0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Ill., USA) and Statgraphics R Plus (Manugistics Inc., Mar., USA) to find the linear combination of features (FT characteristics) which gives the maximum ratio of the difference between both classes of annotated extracellular proteins. The procedures of forward and backward selection of variables to obtain a combination with a strong discrimination power were employed throughout the study. Both procedures perform a stepwise discriminant analysis which begins either with no variables (forward selection) or with all the variables (backward selection) in the model and adds or removes them one at a time to obtain the most appropriate final model. The threshold for the F-ratio of 4.0 was assumed for both procedures. Prior probabilities for groups (classes) of proteins were calculated from the group sizes (0.564 for type III and 0.436 for type I proteins). Estimates of prediction accuracy in respect of obtained model were calculated by using the k-fold (k = 3; 4; 6; 8; 10) cross-validation (KCV) including the leave-one-out (LOOCV) procedure as the extreme case of KCV where k is equal to the total number of proteins (k = 55) in the original data set (Table 1 ) [19] . To perform the KCV procedure the data set was split randomly into k equally-large mutually-exclusive subsets (folds) and k-iterations of cross-validation were carried out at each round taking one of the subsets as the test set and the rest of the data (k − 1) as the training set. The CV error rates were computed for each of the k test set and averaged across k-folds to get the accuracy estimate. The measure of Press's Q statistic was employed throughout the study as a statistical test for the discrimination power of the classification matrix and calculated by the following formula [17] :
where N = total sample size, n = number of observations correctly classified, K = number of groups, Q = Chi-square distributed with 1 degree of freedom and above the critical values of Chi-square distribution (3.84 for p ≤ 0.05 and 6.64 for p ≤ 0.01) the estimates of classification accuracy were recognized to be significant. Significance levels of differences between the number of periodicities in the groups of extracellular proteins as well as between the means of potent predictor variables were assessed by routine procedures of non-parametric statistics (Mann-Wittney U-test) using the same software.
Results
The amino acid sequences at both C-and N-termini in the set of extracellular proteins from proteobacteria (Table 1) Table 2 ) a potentiality of better than chance (p < 0.05, according to the Q criterion) resolution of type III and type I secreted proteins, although the extent of discrimination depended on the chosen set of predictor variables. The results of discriminant analysis for several randomly selected groups of residues showed that even simple predictor variables such as presence/absence (A set of variables) of significant periodicities at both termini of sequences provide an acceptable (p < 0.01) level of protein resolution which could be helpful for a rough classification of proteins under study (Table 1) . A substantially higher discrimination power was observed using the specified numbers of significant periodicities for each sequence and, particularly, the variables selected from the full profiles of intensities for harmonics at the whole range of Fourier transform orders (Figure 2 ) resulted in substantially higher levels of classification accuracy.
Similar trends towards increasing classification accuracy appeared in any case of estimates for all predefined groups of amino acid residues (data not shown). Obtained results consequently indicate that the employment of predictor variables selected from full periodicity profiles provides the maximum classification accuracy, and the use of any one group of residues irrespective of their location (N-or C-termini) could be considered as equally promising to discriminate type III and type I secreted proteins from proteobac- Fig. 1 The relative occurrence of significant periodicities for the predefined groups of amino residues in N-termini (A) and C-termini (B) of type III (shaded bars) and type I (unshaded bars) secreted proteins of proteobacteria. teria with good prediction success. Therefore, both subsets A and B (See: Experimental Procedures) of amino acid residues (14 groups total) were taken into account to get full patterns of periodicities at different (n = 3÷21) orders of Fourier transform [11] at N-and C-termini of each sequence (Table 1) . Consequently, 28 data sets of potent predictor variables were obtained for all extracellular proteins under study (14 groups of residues at both termini) in the form of matrices where each sequence was represented by a numerical vector of 19 intensities at fixed orders of Fourier transform. These matrices alone and in combinations were further subjected to discriminant analysis using stepwise forward and backward selection to determine effective predictor variables and adequate classification accuracy with respect to secretion substrates from proteobacteria. To reduce the possible influence of identical, i.e., "overlapping" amino acid residues on combined matrices of intensities, the α -helix-, β -sheet-and β -turn-formers (see: Subset A in Experimental Procedures) were considered as a separated group and only two attributes (matrices for predefined group of residues) were taken at time from whole subsets of attributes (6, 14 and 10 matrices for structurally-based, property-based and Dayhoff representations of residues, i.e., 15, 91 and 45 equal pairs of combinations, respectively).
The results of discriminant analysis revealed that the majority of the above-mentioned matrices for periodicity profiles provide strong predictor variables to discriminate between the type III and type I secreted proteins. Twenty-five of 28 matrices obtained for each separate group of residues at both termini of sequences displayed cross-validated classification accuracy within a range of 63.6% and 81.8% (D E N Q and I L M V periodicities at C-termini, respectively), i.e., significantly (p < 0.05 and p < 0.001, according to the Q criterion) better than expected by chance. Periodicities of -helix-formers, H K R and D E N Q at N-termini of sequences were incapable of discriminating between extracellular proteins. In addition, they had somewhat reduced (p < 0.05) classification accuracy in respect of 11 other attributes as compared to C-termini. A -Each terminal sequence is represented by the presence (1) or absence (0) of significant periodicities. B -The presence of significant periodicities is specified by a corresponding number for each terminal sequence. C -Each terminal sequence is represented by a full pattern of relations between intensity and periodicity within 19 orders (n = 3 − 21) of Fourier transform as described in Experimental Procedures. The predictor variables are selected by the method of backward selection at the orders n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 18 for hydrophobic residues at N-termini, n = 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 16 for hydrophobic residues at C-termini, n = 9, 15&3, 4, 5, 7, 9 at hydrophobic residues N & C termini and n = 8 for β-sheet-former residues at N-termini, n = 5, 13 for β-sheet-former residues at C-termini and n = 7&5, 13 at β-sheet-former residues N & C termini. The predictor variables are selected by the backward stepwise procedure for the intensities of harmonics at varied orders of Fourier transform as described in Experimental Procedures. Groups 1 and 2 (dependent variables) are assigned to the type III and type I secreted proteins, respectively.
Table 3
Discriminant function coefficients and quality measures for the sets of variables selected from the full patterns of periodicities at the C-termini of type III and type I secreted proteins from proteobacteria.
Similarly, the majority of combinations for periodicities of structure-and propertybased (see: Subset A in Experimental Procedures) and Dayhoff (see: Subset B in Experimental Procedures) residues exhibited cross-validated (leave-one-out) accuracy of 75% of properly classified proteins (86.7%, 77.9% and 84.4% of all combinations, respectively). However, only 4 and 2 combinations for periodicities of property-based and Dayhoff groups of residues, respectively, provided cross-validated classification accuracy above 95%, indicating at least 53 sequences of the total data set (Table 1) are properly assigned to the groups of the type III and type I secreted proteins. The high level of classification accuracy is considered to be of principal importance for both classification and prediction purposes of discriminant analysis [16] [17] [18] .
Further comprehensive evaluation of parameters and quality measures for discrimination functions pointed out a certain predominance of variables selected from the periodicity profiles of aromatic (H F W Y) and aliphatic (V L I A) amino acid residues ( Figure 3 , Table 3 ) at the C-termini of proteins to achieve high discrimination scores ( Table 3) . The corresponding indices for other competitive sets of variables such as periodicities of charged (H R K D E) and aromatic amino acids at the same termini, or charged at the N-termini and aromatic at the C-termini, substantially fall behind above mentioned parameters (Table 3) 
just as these for combinations I L M V & F W Y (N-termini) and D E N Q & I L M V (C-termini) from the Dayhoff groups of residues.
The reliability of proposed predictor variables and corresponding discriminant function ( Figure 3 , Table 3 ) became clear following an assessment of the classification results (Table 4) where an acceptable resolution of the group membership was achieved for both original grouped and cross-validated (leave-one-out) cases (100% and 96.4%, respectively). In order to evaluate the prediction accuracy of proposed linear combination of variables, the data set of proteins (Table 1 ) was randomly and repeatedly (5 times) split into mutually exclusive k-subsets of equal but various size (Table 5) and k-fold cross-validation [19] performed on every repeat using previously selected variables (Table 3) . For each analysis, one of the k-subsets was used as the test set and the other k − 1 subsets were combined to form a training set. Every data point, therefore, was represented exactly once in a test set and k − 1 times in a training set for each repeated cross-validation. The average error rates calculated over all k trials did not depend substantially on the number of folds, and appeared as concordant with the estimate of leave-one-out cross-validation of the original data set (Table 5 ). However, the prediction accuracy markedly decreased with the use of other competitive sets of variables, i.e., higher error rates were established (data not shown) which indicate lower statistical tolerance and restricted predictive capabilities of corresponding discrimination functions.
The set of variables selected from the periodicity patterns of aromatic and aliphatic amino acid residues at the C-termini of sequences ( Figure 3, Table 3 ), therefore, can be considered as a reliable tool to classify the type III and type I secreted proteins from proteobacteria as well as to predict new cases, i.e., to affiliate any "ungrouped" protein to the proper group. Fig. 3 The relations between average intensities and the order of Fourier transform (n) for a periodic appearance of aromatic (A) and aliphatic (B) amino acids in the C-termini of type III (bold graph) and type I secreted proteins of proteobacteria. The values of periods within the range of 21, 33 (maximal) and 3, 05 (minimal) are determined by the order of Fourier transform (n = 3 and n = 21, respectively) and the employed embedded size (D = 64) for each encoded sequence termini as specified in Experimental Procedures. The periodicities of selected predictor variables are denoted by arrows and corresponding values represented in Table 3 .
Discussion
The use of alternative alphabetic representations, i.e., the predefined groups of residues, considerably assists in highlighting periodicities in structural and / or functional properties of proteins that may be obscured in the standard 20-letter alphabet [8, 9] . The obtained sets of periodicities at fixed orders of Fourier transform [11, 13] therefore represent a body of periodicity profiles where each terminal sequence of secreted proteins (Table 1) has one profile for each predefined group of residues. At least one such profile contained a varied number of significant periodicities with respect to each terminal sequence under study and the type I secreted proteins evidently appeared as the more "periodicity-rich" in regard to whole predefined groups of residues (Figure 1, 2, 3 ) which indicate these characteristics as potent predictor variables. The results of discriminant analysis affirmed some classification capabilities of even relatively simple periodicity indices remaining, however, strongly backward to the resolution power of variables selected from the full periodicity profiles for each terminal sequence (Table 2 ). In fact, the full profile of periodicity intensities across whole particular terminal sequence residues sub- Table 5 Estimates of prediction accuracy obtained by K-fold cross-validation with varying folds of original data set for type III and type I secreted proteins from proteobacteria. The data represent error rates averaged over k-iterations of each cross-validation ± SE. stantially refines the distribution, i.e., mutual location of residues from each predefined group and, hence, might be more functionally genuine in regard to diverse secretion types.
The most powerful discriminant function on the basis of predictor variables selected from periodicity profiles of aromatic and aliphatic residues (Table 3, Figure 3 ) could therefore reflect the compositional singularity of uncleaved secretion signals at the C-termini of type I secreted proteins [1] [2] [3] 20] as the main discriminative feature to distinguish between secretion substrates of proteobacteria. The patterns of average intensities for corresponding periodicity profiles (Figure 3 ) support this view, however, only a minor part of intensities as selected variables were found to differ significantly by the Mann -Wittney U test (FT orders of n = 14 for aromatic amino acids and n = 5; 7; 18 for aliphatic ones, i.e., periodicities of 6 and 12.8; 9.14; 3.55 residues, respectively). Similar to previously reported frequencies of occurrence for amino acid residues [7] , certain variables on the basis of C-terminal periodicities can therefore achieve necessary levels of statistical tolerance [16, 18] and discrimination power ( Table 3, Table 4 ), with slight differences between the groups. These differences are possibly due to intrinsic links between the definite location of aromatic and aliphatic residues and structural determinants of differently secreted proteins [7] .
There is no significant amino acid sequence similarity between the uncleaved C-terminal signals of proteins secreted by the ABC (type I) pathway. In addition, the minimum size and the structure of the signal are not precisely defined [20, 21] . However, the presence and the correct location of a negatively charged residue followed by three to five hydrophobic residues, such as I and V, together with G-rich repeats are required for the secretion of the protein via the ABC transporter which transporter -need to be specific [20, 21] .
Further studies of amino acid periodicity profiles could certainly contribute in this regard even irrespective to the classification / prediction objectives proposed in this study, possibly, by means of other alphabetic representations [8] involving more differentiate weights for residues [10, 11] inside predefined groups.
Nevertheless, the currently approved (Table 4) classification function (Table 3) demonstrates an acceptable prediction success, being almost equivalent to that previously reported for discriminative amino acid frequencies (9 variables) in type III and type I secreted proteins [7] .
Both classification functions therefore can be considered as either complementary or independent tools to specify non-classically secreted [5, 6] proteins because the matrix (17 x 9) of correlations (data not shown) between both sets of predictor variables did not reveal strong linear dependencies.
The vast increase in genomic studies poses an urgent need to specify the proteome, i.e., the full complement of proteins encoded by the genome, including the secretome, i.e., the part of proteins secreted form the cell [22, 23] . For instance, 55 proteins examined in this study (Table 1) represent annotated secretion substrates from 39 species of proteobacteria and at present complete genome sequences are available for 19 species (25 strains) of them, nevertheless containing a large amount (3777 sequences) of non-classically secreted (SecretomeP) proteins [5] . Results of this study contribute to the elucidation of type I and type III secretion substrates within sequences of SecretomeP proteins (about 20% of all proteins secreted from proteobacteria). Classifiers proposed in this study could also have more widespread applications outside the uses in proteobacteria. For example, extracellular flagellin and two flagellar hook-associated proteins from Bacillus subtilis (FLA BACSU, FLGK BACSU and FLID BACSU) have been proposed as possibly secreted by the type III secretion system [3] . Estimates of periodicity profiles for these proteins by proposed predictor variables of classification function (Table 3) as well as discriminative frequencies of occurrence for amino acid residues [7] were found to be perfectly concordant with this view. Moreover, the secretion of recombinant interleukin-1 (O43645 HUMAN) from B. subtilis [24, 25] may proceeds via the type III pathway since this protein sequence demonstrates exactly the same discriminative features as other type III proteins.
A variety of recombinant heterologous proteins, particularly vaccines, have been expressed and secreted in bacterial carrier strains using either the type III or type I secretion system [4] . Discriminative features of sequences therefore could help to assess the compatibility of secretion substrate and secretion machinery of the carrier strain and, hence, to predict the overall efficiency of the process [7] .
